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The scheme represent
the existing morning
rush hour peak pedestrian volumes at Penn
Station.
With the development of
Hudson Yards and a new
Madison Square Garden
to the west, pedestrian
volumes entering the
station from the southwest are certain to
greatly increase.
The new intervention
has the goal to cope with
this
growth
which
provides a daily flow of
about 100.000 people.
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The main idea of HIGH LINES is not to
create just another elevated pedestrian
walkway but rather to reinvent a
completely new vision for this part of
New York.
Using the morphology of the city and the
evident contrast of scale between the
existing buildings and the sidewalk, our
walkway evolves like a living organism that
constantly changes shape through a structure that adapts to the heights of the
adjacent buildings, so creating a new
architecture

that

emphasizes

and

redesigns the scale of the city.
Suspended from the surrounding buildings
like a web from spider man, (another
creation of this city) our new pedestrian
bridge will stretch from Moynihan station to
the Hudson Yards without hindering any of
the activity below. The only elements that
will touch the ground are the vertical
access points enclosing elevators and
stairways, which will be placed at strategic
positions.
The structure is composed mainly of steel
cables equipped with OLED technology,
providing

the

necessary

transparency

during the hours of daylight to then transform at dusk into a massive living screen
illuminating the entire block and creating a
new urban environment.
The lightweight structure of the walkway
will float six meters above the busy streets
in

a

transparent

web-like

structure,

imparting a feeling of great lightness to its
daily users.
Using solely eco-friendly and recycled
materials

this

project

reduces

Co2

emissions and lowers production costs.
All the energy used to power this walkway
will be obtained by piezoelectric technology,
transforming the kinetic energy of the
footfall into clean electrical energy.
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Both the reaction on the wall head and the ballast act
continuously.
The concrete ballast has a section of 0.12 mqm, that is 0,
4mx 0.3 m. Instead, if the feet are 3m in pitch, the force in
the single leg is 20x30 = 60kn
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The structural approach of the project aims
to limit invasive interventions on the
surrounding rooftops which could impact
the waterproofing or the structures of the
existing elements.
The objective is to conceive of an
autonomous structure that rests on the
rooftops of the buildings, working through
a process of gravity and counterweighting.
The significant forces in the tensioned steel
cables

suspending

the

walkway

are

balanced by counterweights arranged on
metal frame structures with supports
placed behind the parapets and aligned at
two-meter intervals in order to distribute
the load along the entire façade at an
average of two metric tons per linear
meter.
The

elements

of

vertical

connection

between the road and the walkway act as
stabilizers to maintain the equilibrium of
the structural framework.
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Could energy be harvested from our day-to-day activities be used as a

energy are its low production costs and its relatively significant electrome-

energy of the footfall into clean electrical energy by means of the piezoelec-

public and private companies with areas of transit and aggregation (squares,

source of energy to help power our modern society? Indeed, interest in

chanical coupling coefficient.

tric effect and is coupled with IoT technology. It is easy to install and

airports, train/bus stations and offices).

such methods has been growing in popularity lately, especially with

In this project we harvest all the energy needs using piezoelectric technology.

integrates perfectly with any type of traditional flooring as it placed below the

Energy harvesting is a rapidly growing market that can be integrated with

regards to renewable sources of energy.

With a daily footfall forecast of 100,000 people, this means our suspended

surface and directly onto the screed or the pre-existing floor, so becoming

current renewable energy solutions such as solar or wind. It is estimated that

walkway will receive 30,000,000 commuters per year. The path is 650m long

invisible to users. This property allows it to be used in urban areas without

it will be worth 974.4 million dollars (US) by 2022, having grown by 19.6% in

In particular, piezoelectric energy harvesting, which converts energy from

so each commuter will walk 1300m which translates into 1700 steps.

disfiguring the urban fabric. It is highly efficient as each step can produce up

the five years from 2016 to 2022 (source Energy Harvesting Market Report by

vibrations and mechanical deformations into electrical energy, is a promising

Multiplied by 100,000 people means 170,000,000 steps per day. With one step

to 2w of power. 20 steps are enough to power a LED streetlamp and 10,000

"marketsandmarkets.com").

technique to supply power needs in unattended electronic devices, wireless

we can produce 2w of energy, so this gives us 340,000,000 watts, or 340MW

steps can fully recharge the battery of a smartphone (average energy 11.5

We believe that this solution can create eco-sustainable lifestyles and a new

sensor nodes, micro-electronic devices, etc., since it has high energy conver-

per day of electrical energy.

Wh). The technology employs recycled materials that reduce CO2 emissions,

way of combating environmental problems. It is invisible, environmentally

sion efficiency and a simple structure. The main advantages of piezoelectric

This innovative solution for flooring with high added value converts the kinetic

lower production costs and respond to the energy needs of end-users, mainly

friendly and integrates perfectly into everyday life.

LIGHT
The structural cables with OLED finiture and IoT technology can produce any kind of
static or moving images, transforming the environment of the landscape like a giant
light installation. The illuminated surfaces can be used also as advertising purposes
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